Resolution
The official expression of the opinion or will of a legislative body.
The practice of submitting and voting on resolutions is a typical part of business in Congress,state legislat
ures, and other public assemblies. These bodies use resolutions for twopurposes. First, resolutions expre
ss their consensus on matters of public policy: lawmakersroutinely deliver criticism or support on a broad r
ange of social issues, legal rights, courtopinions, and even decisions by the Executive
Branch. Second, they pass resolutions forinternal, administrative purposes. Resolutions are not laws; the
y differ fundamentally in theirpurpose. However, under certain circumstances resolutions can have the eff
ect of law.
In all legislative bodies, the process leading to a resolution begins with a lawmaker making aformal propo
sal called a motion. The rules of the legislative body determine how muchsupport must be given to the mo
tion before it can be put to a general vote. The rules alsospecify what number of votes the resolution must
attract to be passed. If successful itbecomes the official position of the legislative body.
As a spontaneous expression of opinion, a resolution is intended to be timely and to have atemporary effe
ct. Typically resolutions are used when passage of a law is unnecessary orunfeasible. In many cases rele
vant laws already exist. The resolution merely asserts anopinion that lawmakers want to emphasize. Thus
, for example, state and federal laws alreadycriminalize illicit drugs, but lawmakers have frequently passe
d resolutions decrying illegaldrug use. Political frustration sometimes leads lawmakers to declare their op
position to lawsthat they cannot change. Additionally, resolutions are common in times of emergency. Wa
rcommonly brings resolutions in support of the nation's armed forces and the president (who,at other time
s, can be the subject of critical resolutions).
When resolutions are mere expressions of opinion, they differ fundamentally from laws. Inessence, laws a
re intended to permanently direct and control matters applying to persons orissues in general; moreover, t
hey are enforceable. By contrast, resolutions expressing theviews of lawmakers are limited to a specific is
sue or event. They are neither intended to bepermanent nor to be enforceable. Nor do they carry the weig
ht of court opinions. In a certainrespect, they resemble the opinions expressed by a newspaper on its edit
orial page, but theyare nonetheless indicative of the ideas and values of elected representatives and, as s
uch,commonly mirror the outlook of voters.

